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About This Content

The Maize Original Sountrack features, 12 tracks, over half an hour of music including the Top Secret singles.

Game soundtrack scored by and Jeff D. Elliott and Brian Gair and produced by Eggplant Collective.

"Top Secret" New Wave version
Written by Jeff D. Elliott

Performed by Chris Tait, Jamie Grant, Jeff D. Elliott

"Top Secret" Power Ballad version
Written by Jeff D. Elliott

Performed by Nick Walsh, Jeff D. Elliott, Steve D'Angelo, Adam Damelin, Jacob Damelin

The Soundtrack music files are available in your Steam Maize directory upon purchase:
...Steam\steamapps\common\Maize\Soundtrack\

Don't forget to grab a high resolution Maize album cover art using the screenshots above!
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Title: Maize Original Soundtrack
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Finish Line Games
Publisher:
Finish Line Games
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

Storage: 112 MB available space
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An exercise in frustration in nearly every aspect of the game. Jittery, clunky, and not fluid in the least when combat is the one
and only focus, should have been a dead giveaway from the start. The solo "hard" mission is what really put the nail in the coffin
for me. Not worth it, not even for a free game. Stay away.. Week ago i play that game and its was all oke after week some error
come about java ruintime anybody can help ? i love that 2 much i want to play. This was really cute, would be great for kids..
When I saw that Steam had this game I was overcome with acute nostalgia for my childhood days. I spent so many afternoons
playing this after school and it brings back wonderful memories.

The game is pretty straight forward. Just match the word to the picture that is hidden somewhere and there are bonus little
monsters roaming about. The controls are easy to learn and it is a great way for children to start learning simple words and
perhaps it may encourage them to read, which it did for me. There are many different environments in the game and all are
bright, colourful and easy to navigate.

The price is low and well worth it, even if it's just for nostalgic reasons :). Heckagame!
Buy now you know it is about cracking asteroids.
If you thought"That looks fun!"
when you saw the screenshot
then you will not be disapointed
If you witnessed the birth of video games
the nostalgia is strong with this one.

Warning:
Some hypnotic and blinding effects
which programmed me
to immediately
recommend to you
after playing only once.

OBEY. CONSUME.
AND
AVOID
PANIC SHOPPING.. Fun and sometimes spooky space survival. Has a lot going for it -rogue like elements, space exploration,
crafting, modular base building, upgrades, combat - and a whole lot more!. Hard to recommend, sadly. Even if you have a
sizable audio library to work around the issue of having no YouTube music integration, like I do, It's hard to take this as a
rhythm game. The auto-generated charts, which borrows its magic from the audiosurf games, regularly feel like they are
mismatched to the song when playing. While that was excusable in the surf games due to the plethora of modes and having to
make as many songs as possible work in as many modes as possible, in shield, you only have a regular mode and an excercise
mode, and the chart generation engine seems to have not been modified to take this into account. That's before we get into the
unfortunate difficulty spikes in elite mode that make it very difficult to hit notes (who thought that having two reds so close
together timewise and far enough spacewise one is always off the HMD's FOV was a good idea to have in the generator?)

It is a great way to exercise, I will give the game that, and it is very fun when it comes to letting loose and going for artistic
points rather than technical points, but unfortunately there really isn't too much to like if you're a serious rhythm game fan, even
less so if you have very few albums or songs downloaded.. I Really loved this. All The Jumpscares got me really good. cx The
Story Was good as usaually. Epspecially the one with dolly running after u and the suprise fake ending u get lol. But anyways i
would recommend ppl get this game its worth it. if u wanna b scaried outta ur pants cx then get it. c;. It is an easy game, the ones
you wanna play but not really think about it.

It is hard at the beginning to use the keyboard and as an early access game no instructions or menu is in the game, so it was
useful to read about the game/description to understand the goal or concept.

Recommended for just chilling (I would played for a few minutes once in a while), looking forward for some improvements as
it could have more potential.
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Macemen forward!. Summary: A classic-if-dated strategy game good for wasting some late nights. 5/5.

-----

I was thrilled to see this game on Steam, because it is one of my old favorite games from the late 90s. I used to spend hours at
night when I should have been sleeping playing this game, sending insults to The Baron while I was heavy-eyed and dozing off.
It was one of my introductions to games like Civilization, and I am not sure where to be thankful or angry at Impressions for
that.

And I think comparing it to a small-scale Civilization is a good way to put it. It's a lot simpler and more focused than Civ, and
nowhere near the scope of Civ.

The concept of Lords 2 is that the king has died, and five pretenders to the throne are fighting it out with diplomacy and warfare
going county-by-county. Each player starts with a county, and can conquer thier neighbors while forming alliances and starting
wars. A second part of the game deals with commanding a battlefield in real time as you storm castles and conquer towns.

Part of what made this game special in its time is that the two game modes combined two different strategy genres perfectly.
The main game was a turn-based strategy with a small amount of micromanaging of counties, while the skirmish mode was an
RTS reminiscent of Warcraft without the building aspect.

The included "Siege pack" expanded on the RTS elements of the game, adding a Skirmish menu for custom battles and sieges.

The game is still a lot of fun, but doesn't quite hold up after nearly 2 decades. The AI is not very competent in the skirmishes,
and the controls during those battles is awkward. Issuing orders in mid-fight can be a pain. Fortunately there is an option to skip
the battles and "autocalc" them, if they are frustrating. This can be done at anytime, before the battle or during.

The micromanaging might be offputting to some people, but it is not particularly complicated.

Ultimately the game is still fun and immersive, but doesn't feel the same with all of the excellent strategy games that followed.

Avoid Lords 3 at all costs.. Its a fun little game.. At first, plawclaw 5 worked pretty well with maintaining the video footage
while allowing me to play my games uninterrupted. For the past 2 weeks however it has just been skyrocketing downhill. No
matter what tweaks I do that are recommended to me or how much research I do to solve the issue of absolute crappy capture
doesn't work, even when I restore my original settings. I have a gaming PC that runs most recent games at 60 fps and when I try
to capture using gameclaw, while my gameplay is still uninterrupted, the playback is choppy and clocks in at less than 10 fps.
No. Just say no to this software.. it's a game like the escapist but you don't lose any of your items and there are no cellsschrec or
how do you say it and it not like i need to find a way out no the game show you what you need to do and you have a story i u rate
dis 4,7 because you spend so much time on the ultimate location. Don't be fooled by the simplistic design. This game is an
amazing third person shooter where you, a square, must dodge, shoot and run from various enemies on a grid. In versus mode,
you must use your bullets to eliminate the other player whilst changing the tiles on the board for you to walk across, whilst your
enemy will do the same and may attempt to trap you by closing you in from the sides. As well as this, there is an arcade mode
against bots (Which can also be played in a cooperative mode with your friends) where you have to survive waves of red square
enemies and bot versions of the other players in versus whilst once again making paths to cross and trying not to get trapped on a
path. (P.S: I think there are more enemies, it's just I haven't got to that stage yet xD). Arcade mode ends when both players lose
all their lives in cooperative or when you lose all your lives in singleplayer.

This game is brilliant but needs more players :)

I'd definitely recommend this game, but people may mistake the simplistic design with the price. Maybe the dev could boost the
players with a sale of some sorts and more gamers would see that not all simplistic games "aren't fun" because fun games don't
have to have AAA graphics. As long as it fits it's design well and has good gameplay, I'd call it a good game.

Overall: 10/10. Simple but fun. I've sunk a lot of time into it!
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